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Growing up, Felicia Kawilarang and Kevin Aluwi had always known each other largely because of their mothers, who were BFF's in colleges. We bumped into each other socially and were occasional acquaintances, the bride says of her long-term relationship. That all changed after college, when Felicia and Kevin both ended up working in Jakarta. By then,
the groom had just built a dating start-up and had to find someone to replace his role. Look, she contacted her future fiancée via Facebook thinking she would fit perfectly. But when the couple finally gathered for coffee to discuss the details, their immediate connection got in the way of visiting decisions. Instead of hiring me, he decided I was better suited to
be his girlfriend! says Felicia with a laugh.  Four years after Kevin asked Felicia to be his girlfriend (on his birthday!), he got down on his knees to suggest another important question – and even included the bride's closest friends. Basically, what was supposed to be a girls' trip to Hong Kong turned into the ultimate surprise when Kevin flew in to crash for a
group dinner. I was so surprised when the restaurant lights went out and my friends started getting up, the unsuspecting bride recalls. Before I started freaking out thinking about the emergency, Kevin got down on his knees with a bouquet of flowers and proposed in front of my girlfriends. The couple won gold at their magnificent ceremonial venue – Saint
Nazaro and Celso Church in Lake Como, Italy – at their destination wedding on October 20, 2018. We were lucky to be the last foreign couple to celebrate our wedding in the premises, says Felicia from the locality. To complete the breathtaking Italian countryside, the duo reminisced about the special occasion with a romantic, rustic and elegant charm world
with a blushing colour palette and natural décor. Highlighting their food and music nitexes was also a must - so much so that Felicia and Kevin tried all the restaurants in the area before deciding on Villa Pliniana, which has il sereno hotel catering for the wedding reception. Keep reading to see these beautiful destinations designed by Design Anarchy Studio
and filmed by David Salim. Photo David Salim Photo by David Salim To thank her bridesmaids, Felicia wrote a handwritten letter to each one highlighting her friendships and walking the lane of memories. And in keeping with the soft, simple vibe, the bridal party sported blush dresses by Indonesian designer and close friend of the bride Paulina Katarina. We
wanted to showcase local Indonesian talent, so we had all the wedding party dresses designed by local designers, says the bride.  Photo David Salim Photo David Salim As for his own outfit, the bride walked down In delicate lace, Romona Keveža's A-line suit. It happened to be one of the first suits she saw while dressing up for shopping, but she wanted to
explore other options before pulling the trigger. After the new try-on sessions, she couldn't get the original dress out of her head and immediately knew it was the one. Felica asked her family members, including her mother, to wear deep blue suits that coordinated with the color palette for the rest of the day.  David Salim Felicia's photo paired the look with a
matching shape by the same designer, a hairpiece by Jennifer Behr and a lush floral still life adorned with silk ribbons of Tuscan flowers.  Photo David Salim Photo David Salim A similar mix of flowers highlighted the church during the ceremony, as well as a selection of candles.   Photo David Salim Photo David Salim Kevin and Felicia decided to write their
own vows to make their commitments more personal. I'm a big fan of Disneyland and Kevin isn't, but in his vow he mentioned that he promises to take me to Disneyland every few years, which I absolutely adore, the bride says.  Photo David Salim Photo David Salim Friends and family, who had flown around the world, sprayed newlywed flower petals after
their vows. After leaving the church, the newlyweds went on a sunset boat trip to the reception point: Villa Pliniana. The sun set beautifully over the lake and it was such a clear day, but the waters were still foggy, which made the whole scene so dreamlike that I had to pinch myself, says Felicia.  Photo David Salim Photo by David Salim Villa Pliniana's open-
air cocktail class had special bride-and-groom inspired name drinks – Kevin and Felicia reflecting the sour and cosmopolitan of whisky.   Photo David Salim Photo by David Salim Pops in blue and gold shades, tall candelabras and soft upholstery topped with the couple's dreamy interior view. Covered in lantern-infused tents, guests enjoy traditional il Sereno
serving recipes – eggplant warts with tomatoes and mozzarella, scallops, ravioli, a day's grilled lake fish and tirade.   Photo David Salim Photo David Salim During the reception, Felicia swapped her ceremonial ensemble for a fitted blush dress and cape, both lined with Swarovski crystal beads and custom-made by Indonesian couture designer Adrian Gan. 
Photo David Salim Photo David Salim We wanted to dance until the morning because our friends are all party animals, explains the bride. So to kick the final party into high gear, the newlyweds wowed the audience with the first dance they had rehearsed in dance classes. It was so memorable because we got to dance in front of our closest friends and family
as a saxophonist and the electric violinist played 'Shut Up Dance, says Felicia of one of her favorite moments. A close friend of the couple, who is also one of Indonesia's leading DJs, also played during the celebration. Photo David Salim The stellar musical performances also continued to cut the cake, during which Kevin and Felicia ended the night with
traditional Italian millefeuille bites with berries and cream - a sweet finish to their beautiful destination wedding in Italy! Michael Dell has partnered with investment firm Silver Lake to acquire computer manufacturer Dell, which he founded at the age of 19 in 1984, in a deal worth about $24.4 billion. When the transaction is completed, Michael Dell will continue
as ceo and chairman of the company, according to the statement. Michael Dell, chairman and CEO of the PC manufacturer that bears his name. (Photo by Lucas Jackson/Reuters) I believe this deal will open an exciting new chapter for Dell, our customers and team members, Michael Dell said in a statement. We can deliver immediate value to shareholders
while continuing to implement our long-term strategy and focus on providing our customers with the best-in-class solutions as a private company. According to the statement, the deal will be funded by a combination of cash and equity donated by Dell, cash from investors affiliated with Silver Lake, cash invested by MSD Capital, L.P., a $2 billion loan from
Microsoft, the introduction of existing debt and debt financing committed by BofA Merrill Lynch, Barclays, Credit Suisse and RBC Capital Markets. Microsoft issued a statement saying it is committed to the long-term success of the entire PC ecosystem and investing heavily in a variety of ways to build an ecosystem for the future. ... we will continue to look for
opportunities to support partners who are committed to innonating and driving business to their devices and services built on the Microsoft platform. Dell has existed in one form or another since 1984, when Michael Dell founded PC's Ltd. with $1,000 in his pocket. He changed the name to Dell and took the company public four years later. Dell made its
biggest mark in the 1990s when its model of building computers for ordering and delivering them directly to customers undercut competitors such as Hewlett-Packard and IBM, which had complex supply chains and inventory congestion. In 2001, Lyn became the world's most popular PC seller. However, its good er00th did not last. Dell's competitors adopted
some of their low-cost production methods while expanding to other sectors, such as services and software. Dell continued to focus on computers and servers and eventually found himself left behind. In 2007, after some time away from his position as CEO, Michael Dell returned to try right on the listing platform. Since then, it's been purchasing 25
companies to build networks, software and services Notable purchases include Quest Software, Perot Systems, Force 10 Networks and Wyse Technologies. Dell's goal is to make itself an overall supplier of hardware, software and services that mimics larger competitors IBM and HP, except with a predominantly mid-market focus. It has been somewhat of a
success, but combining these acquisitions with unified integrated systems is a long road. Dell himself said last year that the journey could be two to three years. Investors have been impatient, and Michael Dell apparently got tired of running the company to the whims of the stock market, which often favored immediate returns over long-term investments. Dell
has made steady progress in implementing this strategy over the past four years, but we recognize that it will take even more time, investment and patience, and I believe our efforts will be better supported by working with Silver Lake on our shared vision, Michael Dell said in a statement. I am committed to this journey and have put a significant amount of my
equity at risk, along with Silver Lake, a world-class investor with an excellent reputation. We are committed to providing an unparalleled customer experience and are excited about the forward path. The company's computers and server hardware remain the core of its business for the time being. Dell has said it will remain on the PC market as it provides a
starting point for sales of other, higher-margin products and services. It offers less affordable computers and high-end models such as XPS, causing it to stagger behind HP and Lenovo in global messengers. Dell has also exited the smartphone market, but sells tablets that target use both at home and in the company. According to the transactions, Dell
shareholders must receive $13.65 in cash, a premium of about 25 percent over Dell's closing price by September 11. Agam Shah covers IDG News Service computers, tablets, servers, chips and semiconductors. Follow Agam on Twitter @agamsh. Agam's email address is copyright agam_shah@idg.com 2013 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc©.
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